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Bob Hajek leads our healthcare practice group. His work has spanned a range of leadership strategy services in clinical integration,
revenue cycle, performance improvement, provider culture and IT strategy. Prior to coming to Access, Bob held quality assurance
and growth strategy roles with a leading healthcare management consulting firm, and EHR, ERP, SCM software & device
integration services companies.
Our healthcare practice serves health systems, academic medical centers, physician groups, payers, innovative technology and
service vendors with a commitment to align leadership vision and organizational structure. As a boutique firm, we can be true to our
mission of building trustworthy personal relationships with each of our client’s and candidates having the ability to access, assess,
and acquire the best professional talent.
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Rob Cotton is the Managing Partner for Access Source Group’s diverse manufacturing practice. Rob brings over 20 years of
professional Executive Search and Staffing industry experience. He has dedicated his entire career to the recruiting industry with
experience in both private regional firms and large international search firms. He is recognized for his passion in helping others and
his integrity in delivering on his promise. Throughout his career he has built recruiting desks from the ground up, led & managed a
regional office with $2.8m in yearly revenues, trained other professionals in the art of executive recruiting and has placed many
executives internationally.
He continues to work with many of the industry's brightest technology & leadership professionals from Silicon Valley on the West
Coast to Boston on the East Coast. He has a Bachelor's degree in Business Administration & Marketing and earned his CTS
certification in the staffing industry. His knowledge & experiences have provided tremendous value to a very loyal following of clients
in both start-up and fortune 100 corporations. Executive level professionals continue to appreciate his expertise in the Executive
Search Industry and greatly value his recommendations, discipline and character. His successful track record and career of
identifying & sourcing top professionals has positioned ASG as an "Executive Search & Recruitment" industry leader.
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Steve brings over 20 years of Executive Search and Management Consulting experience to Access Source Group. Prior to owning
his own Executive Search practice (Automotive Search Consultants), Steve was employed by Profiles and Management Recruiters.
While employed at these companies, he was consistently ranked as one of the top Recruiters in the country. His accomplishments
include 4 time Pacesetter Award winner, $2,000,000+ in production achieved, and recognition by his client companies for
“Excellence in Customer Service”. Steve holds a B.S. in Engineering from Michigan State University and a MBA from the University
of Chicago Graduate School of Business.
For the past 12 years he has assisted automotive, transportation and industrial companies in filling critical staffing needs. He
specializes in the placement of technical, sales and management professionals, typically located at a Headquarters and/or Tech
Center location. Steve provides solutions to his clients’ critical staffing problems by identifying, sourcing and retaining top-level talent
to remain competitive in today’s marketplace. He believes the two main keys to providing this solution include customer service and
industry knowledge. Customer service is key, treating his client companies and candidates with the utmost respect helps to develop
trust and integrity throughout the hiring process. Understanding the industry; who the players are, what forces are shaping the
industry and how this affects his clients and candidates is essential.
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